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On January 16, the Dow broke through another record. The headline at CNN read, “Dow 
26,000: The Stock Market Is a Runaway Freight Train”.1  

Journalists and market pundits seem to be stepping over each other to herald the nearly 40% 
rally in the Dow since late 2016, as well as the speed of its ascent. As CNN reported, it took 14 
years for the Dow to climb from 10,000 to 15,000; three and a half years to reach 20,000; and 
less than 12 months to rally from 20,000 to 25,000.2 Given these statistics, “melt-up” and 
“euphoria” are some popular terms being used today to describe the market. 

In our Q3 market commentary in November, we highlighted the strong equity market 
performance and narrow credit spreads at the time, and suggested that the primary factors 
behind the sanguine environment were the prospects of tax reform and a Fed policy approach 
that had been looking to “do no harm”.  

Considering whether the environment (or “enthusiasm”) was sustainable, our conclusion was: 

…[d]uring the near-term, the passage of tax reform and the continuation of 
moderate Fed policy could easily extend the strong market trend of the last year. If 
fiscal and monetary policy (the “twin pillars of productivity”) remain supportive, then 
the future remains bright. 

We believe this has been the case, as we look back at the last two months. The major 
macroeconomic variables are evolving positively, and igniting investors’ animal spirits. 

Of course, on December 22nd, President Trump signed the largest tax cuts in American history, 
including a reduction in the statutory corporate tax rate from 35% to 21%. For companies 
previously paying a 35% tax rate, the new 21% rate will enable them to increase corporate 
earnings by 21.5%, thanks simply to this change in the tax rules. For example, a company that 
previously paid $35 in taxes on $100 in earnings can now keep $79, a 21.5% earnings increase. 

                                                           
1 “Dow 26,000: The stock market is a runaway freight train”, by Matt Egan, January 16, 2018. 

2 Dow races to 25,000 for the first time, By Matt Egan, January 4, 2018. 
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If market multiples stay constant, this would theoretically imply that the stock price of the 
respective company should rise by 21.5%. From this perspective, the recent strength in stock 
prices makes sense.  

In addition to market-friendly tax cuts, we’ve seen the 
deregulatory outlook improve in recent months.  

The White House announced in December that for Fiscal 
Year 2017, federal agencies imposed 67 deregulatory 
actions while imposing only 3 new rules, creating $8.7 
billion in lifetime net regulatory cost savings. This far 
exceeded the goal of eliminating regulations at a 2:1 
ratio.  

For Fiscal Year 2018, the White House released a plan 
to achieve $9.8 billion in lifetime net regulatory cost 
savings, with a minimum goal of eliminating regulations 
at a 3:1 ratio.3 

What’s more, during the week of January 15th, the House Financial Services Committee 
approved 15 bills on a number of topics, including regulatory relief for community financial 
institutions, increased investment opportunities, and improved access to financing for home 
buyers. Some of the deregulatory initiatives are notably aimed at small banks and credit 
unions.4  

While tax cuts have arguably incentivized increased production and employment, deregulation 
is arguably improving the flow of credit and capital. 

It appears that the monetary policy outlook also remains supportive.   

On January 3, the FOMC minutes of the December 12-13 meeting revealed that while 10 of the 
16 members of the Federal Open Market Committee expected three or more quarter-point rate 
increases in 2018, another 6 of 16 officials predicted two increases or less.5  

Notably in that December meeting, regional Federal Reserve Bank Presidents Charles Evans 
and Neel Kashkari publicly dissented with the decision to raise the funds rate. 

In Evans’ view, a pause in rate increases “would better allow the Committee time to assess the 
degree to which earlier soft readings on inflation were transitory or more persistent.” Kashkari’s 
dissent was based on his preference “to wait for inflation to move closer to 2 percent on a 
sustained basis or for inflation expectations to move up before further raising the target range 
for the federal funds rate.”6 

                                                           
3 “President Donald Trump Is Delivering on Deregulation”, December 14, 2017, White House. 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-donald-j-trump-delivering-deregulation/ 
4 “Committee Advances 15 Bills”, January 18, 2018, House Financial Services Committee.  
https://financialservices.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=402932 
5 “Summary of Economic Projections”, Minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee, December 12-13, 2017. 
6 “FOMC Minutes”, Minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee, December 12-13, 2017. 

In our view, the three main 
macroeconomic variables – 
monetary, fiscal and regulatory 
policy – are working in the 
markets favor today. Tax cuts 
are incentivizing risk-taking and 
production, deregulation is 
freeing up capital, and the Fed 
is keeping the price of capital 
relatively low.  
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With the meaningful policy disagreement among Fed officials last month, perhaps an aggressive 
rate-hiking cycle is unlikely in 2018. 

In our view, the three main macroeconomic variables – monetary, fiscal and regulatory policy – 
are working in the markets favor today. Tax cuts are incentivizing risk-taking and production, 
deregulation is freeing up capital, and the Fed is keeping the price of capital relatively low.  

This month, we have also seen a major geopolitical development.  

On January 3rd, North Korea reopened with South Korea a cross-border hotline, which was 
abandoned by the North two years ago. The phone line allows for direct, daily talks between the 
countries.7 Then on January 17th, both countries announced their athletes would march under 
one flag at the Olympic ceremonies, to be held next month in Pyeongchang.8 We seem to be 
witnessing a thawing in South Korea’s relations with North Korea and a marginally growing 
probability of a diplomatic resolution to the North Korean nuclear question.  

The recent confluence of market-friendly variables has correlated with a dramatic decline in the 
VIX Index, the measure of the stock market’s expectation of volatility implied by S&P 500 Index 
options. Expected volatility has “crashed” to historically low levels. 

 

                                                           
7 “North Korea Reopens Hotline with South”, By Choe Sang-Hun, January 3, 2018, New York Times.  
8 “North, South Korea to March under One Flag at Winter Olympics”, By Sophie Jeong and James Griffiths, January 
18, 2018, CNN.  
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As we noted in our 2018 Annual Outlook, the average VIX level in 2017 (based on closing 
prices) was 11.1, which was the lowest for a calendar year since 1990. This year, through 
Tuesday January 23rd, the average closing VIX level is 10.4. 

Some may argue that market fears are historically low, and some contrarians might add that it’s 
time for a market upheaval. In our view, the current upbeat, “low vol” environment could 
continue for a long time, possibly 1 to 3 years, albeit with some temporary bouts of heightened 
volatility and small stock market retracements.  

Our rationale for this is based on the 2003-2006 period, which seemed to “rhyme” in some 
respects to today’s economic events. The May 2003 tax cuts slashed marginal tax rates, and 
shortly thereafter the Greenspan Fed embarked on a path toward interest rate normalization. 

Following those tax cuts, real GDP grew from 1.6% (in Q1 2003) to 4.4% in Q1 2004, while 
stocks soared and the VIX level declined from an average of 22.0 in 2003 to 12.8 in both 2005 
and 2006. We enjoyed three years of a relatively upbeat, low volatility marketplace.  

In this light, it’s not absurd to contemplate a couple more years of the current environment. 
Especially if one considers the fact that the December 2017 tax cuts are significantly larger than 
those in 2003, and the White House’s deregulation campaign today is more aggressive than in 
2003.  

According to the Joint Committee on Taxation, last month’s tax cuts are estimated to cost $1.5 
trillion over the next 10 years, whereas the 2003 tax cuts were estimated at the time to cost 
$350 billion over 10 years.9 And, according to Patrick McLaughlin of the Mercatus Center, 
regulations have increased under each president’s four-year term since Jimmy Carter. However, 
in the case of Donald Trump, the increase in regulatory restrictions thus far has been nearly 
zero.10 

Of course, while we remain constructive about the market environment, we aren’t wearing rose-
colored glasses. Risks abound.   

On Monday, the White House imposed tariffs on solar panels and washing machines, raising 
concerns of renewed trade tensions. Iran is experiencing political unrest, while Saudi Arabia 
continues to be worried about increased Iranian influence in the region. Or, will the protests in 
Iran inspire a revolt in Saudi Arabia, continuing the trend of toppled governments caused by the 
Arab Spring, which started seven years ago last month with street protests in Tunisia?11  

Even more, we are concerned about Fed policy becoming overly aggressive and unintended 
consequences caused by the world’s major central banks (Fed, ECB, and BOJ) embarking on 
tighter policy courses around the same time.  

As we predicted in our 2018 Outlook, we believe that GDP and inflation data will beat 
consensus estimates this year, and in turn, this raises the risk that Fed policy will become more 
aggressive than currently expected. As for the ECB, it is increasingly expected that it will 
                                                           
9 “Revisiting the Cost of the Bush Tax Cuts”, May 10, 2011, by Glenn Kessler, Washington Post. 
10 Donald Trump: King of Deregulation?, October 20, 2017, by Peter Boyer, Weekly Standard. 
11 Why Saudi Arabia’s Crown Prince Should Be Worried about Iran’s Protests”, by Jamal Khashoggi, January 3, 2018, 
Washington Post. 
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announce plans during the first half of 2018 to taper its massive bond buying program.12 And 
while the Bank of Japan is lagging the Fed and ECB in normalizing policy and BOJ Governor 
Kuroda reaffirmed on January 23rd the bank’s current bond-buying program, half of economists 
recently surveyed by Bloomberg expect a shift in BOJ policy by year-end.13    

So how does one position oneself today?  

If we believe that volatility will remain low during the near-term due to market-friendly 
macroeconomic variables, then it may suggest that correlations between asset classes, sectors, 
and companies will be lower during the near-term, compared to a period of heightened volatility 
where correlations tend to converge toward 100%.  

This would also suggest that the market environment during the near-term will be highly 
conducive to wise stock pickers, as there will be winners and losers in the current economy -- 
for instance, due to tax reform, accelerating global growth, and changes in interest rates. In 
many ways, we may see more rotation into and out of the best and worst companies, 
respectively. 

If current market conditions continue, then active stock selection will be critical. And as a 
personal believer in insurance, with volatility historically low, “cheap” market insurance does not 
seem like a bad idea to add to the portfolio as well.  

 

*  *  * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

12 “The ECB Is Edging toward 'Taper' Talk as Europe's Economy Sees Its Best Growth in a Decade”, by Annette 
Weisbach, January 24, 2018, CNBC. 

 
13 “Kuroda Pushes Back Against Speculation Tightening Is Near”, by Toru Fujioka and Masahiro Hidaka, January 
2018, Bloomberg.  
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Disclosures: 

• Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Therefore, no current or 
prospective client should assume that the future performance of any specific investment, 
investment strategy (including the investments and/or investment strategies 
recommended by the adviser), will be profitable or equal to past performance levels.  

• This material is intended to be educational in nature, and not as a recommendation of 
any particular strategy, approach, product or concept for any particular advisor or client.  
These materials are not intended as any form of substitute for individualized investment 
advice.  The discussion is general in nature, and therefore not intended to recommend 
or endorse any asset class, security, or technical aspect of any security for the purpose 
of allowing a reader to use the approach on their own.  Before participating in any 
investment program or making any investment, clients as well as all other readers are 
encouraged to consult with their own professional advisers, including investment 
advisers and tax advisors.  Camelot Portfolios LLC can assist in determining a suitable 
investment approach for a given individual, which may or may not closely resemble the 
strategies outlined herein. 

• Any charts, graphs, or visual aids presented herein are intended to demonstrate 
concepts more fully discussed in the text of this brochure, and which cannot be fully 
explained without the assistance of a professional from Camelot Portfolios LLC.  
Readers should not in any way interpret these visual aids as a device with which to 
ascertain investment decisions or an investment approach.  Only your professional 
adviser should interpret this information. 

• Information presented herein is based upon facts derived from publicly available 
information, and is also based on certain assumptions, including that there are no 
additional changes to current tax law, and that demographic information regarding 
retirement plan contributions also remains unchanged.                                 A586 
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